Demetrius Palmer

USA Games Sport: Unified Soccer  
Age: 17  
Hometown: Kansas City, Kansas  
Local Team: Bonner Springs  
Years in Special Olympics: 3  
Other Sports: Basketball

Favorite Fun Facts

- Color: Blue
- Hobby: Fishing
- TV show: Monster Jam
- Food: Hot wings
- Music: Tech N9ne
- Book: Harry Potter
- Sports Team: KC Chiefs and Sporting KC
- Hobby: Fishing & Soccer

“Attending the USA Games means a lot to me and it is a good opportunity to travel and get more experience in soccer.”

Demetrius would like to be a firefighter when he gets older. Special Olympics has helped Demetrius communicate better with others and make more friends. He has also gotten better at meeting other people and improved his soccer skills.

Demetrius’ accomplishments showcase his commitment. He earned a varsity letter and was given the opportunity to travel to Texas to play on the MLS Exchange Team.

Support Demetrius